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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Resourtium
International. We are a turn-key
specialist in providing clean,
renewable and cost-effective
energy solutions across all
industries that consume power at
a high level. Specialising in
renewable energy, our expertise
includes solar power, energy
storage and more efficient
construction technologies.

VISION

Our vision is to
provide cost-
effective
renewable
energy to
create a more
sustainable
world. Our
products and
services help to
conserve energy,
use energy
more efficiently,
and generate
clean renewable
energy.

MISSION

Our mission is
to inspire,
educate, and
assist our
clients in
achieving their
goals of cost
efficiency,
energy
independence
and
environmental
stewardship.



CAPABILITY
STATEMENT
The Resourtium International
consortium has executed
successfully, independently or in
collaboration, the following
projects in South East Asia:

8 MGW solar farm ground-
mounted systems.

Over 12MGW of commercial and
industrial systems installed.

Over 100MGW of on-going
commercial and industrial
systems projects.

Installed solar PV systems in over
1000 homes.

Consultancy services in Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia and
Vietnam.

CERTIFICATIONS



the future of our children, the future of our planet...
it's in our hands, that is why energy matters...



TECHNOLOGIES & SERVICES

TECHNOLOGIES

SOLAR PV SYSTEMS

ENERGY STORAGE SOLUTIONS

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES

SERVICES

CORPORATE PPA

SYSTEMs INSTALLATION

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE



SOLAR ENERGY
Solar energy is the cleanest and
most abundant renewable
energy source available in the
world. Our technologies can
harness this energy for a variety
of uses, including generating
electricity, providing light for a
comfortable interior
environment, and heating water
for domestic, commercial, or
industrial use.

ENERGY STORAGE
Innovative new battery
technology that will revolutionise
the way energy is stored across
the globe. Our thermal battery
can store energy at a far greater
energy density than that of lead
acid batteries. The stored energy
can then be extracted from the
thermal battery via a heat engine
to provide an electricity supply as
required.

CONSTRUCTION
INNOVATIONS
Internationally patented
construction system based
on permanent polymer formwork
for walls and columns, which
when filled with ready mixed
concrete, produces economical,
strong, durable structures. Our
construction systems save
precious resources by cutting
down both the time and costs of
construction by almost half.

TECHNOLOGIES
Renewable energy technologies
produce sustainable, clean energy
from sources such as the sun, the
wind, plants, and water. Renewable
energy technologies have the
potential to strengthen our nation's
energy security, improve
environmental quality, and
contribute to a strong energy
economy.



OUR BUSINESS MODEL
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System design and
technical resolutions.

On-site installation,
testing and
commissioning.
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Client signs PPA with
Resourtium to
purchase clean,
renewable energy
generated for 25
years, at a fixed rate.

Resourtium will own,
operate and maintain
the renewable energy
system.

Client starts saving on
energy costs and
contributing towards
a greener earth.
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Resourtium will
arrange financing for
client's renewable
energy system.

TURN-KEY SYSTEMS
INTEGRATOR & OPERATOR
(CORPORATE POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT)



ERS Energy
Malaysia's largest
solar PV service
provider, with a
workforce of over
70 and the profile,
experience
and tools to
maximize and
safeguard your
solar photovoltaic
system.

SunKonnect
Scientists and
consultants with more
than 10 years
experience offering
consultancy, product
development and
auditing services in
the clean and
renewable energy
industry.

Canadian Solar
Canadian Solar is
one of the three
biggest solar
companies in the
world by revenue,
employing
over 8,900 people
and operating in 6
continents.

Phono Solar
One of the largest
China manufacturers
of solar PV systems,
Phono Solar was
founded in 2004 by
SUMEC Group
Corporation, a
member of the China
National Machinery
Industry Corporation.

Yellow Solar
Yellow Solar is a
company based in
Australia specialising
in project financing,
project management,
legal and risk
mitigation, industry
operations and
sustainability in the
renewable energy
sector.

Jitu Fikir
Malaysia's pioneer
in renewable
technology
consultancy and
setting up
ownership of a
solar farm in
Malaysia.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Our strategic partners are industry leaders in the sustainable technology
and renewable energy industries. With global recognition and local
execution, our consortium boasts an impressive track record that rivals all
players.

JITU
F I K I R

Armstrong Asset
Managment
AAM is a leading
renewable energy
group in Southeast
Asia. It develops,
constructs, acquires
and operates
renewable energy
projects with over
170MGW of
operating capacity.



DATO' KARIM TARMIZI
CHAIRMAN
B. Economic, Chartered Accountant
(Australia) MIA. Corporate figure and
entrepreneur. One of the pioneers in setting
up an ownership of a solar farm in Malaysia.

MR. ROBERT WONG
MANAGING DIRECTOR
An entrepreneur with over 40 years of
experience in distribution and international
trade. He has wide networking and strong
relationships with major players in the
building and construction industry, both
locally and internationally.

Executive
team

ADRIAN WONG
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
B. Comm (Melbourne). Commercial marketing and
branding major with over 10 years experience in various
diversified industries throughout Asia.

Zulkarnain b Lokman
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTOR
Business Studies graduate with valuable
experience in procurement and project management.

Mohd Rizal b Mohd Nor
Engineering and Project Manager
An Engineering graduate with more than 10 years
experience in the renewable energy industry, involved in
all aspects of planning and project management.

Executive
team
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KNOWLEDGE BASE



SUSTAINABLE
TECHNOLOGY
The definition of “sustainability” is the
study of how natural systems function,
remain diverse and produce everything
it needs for the ecology to remain in
balance. It also acknowledges that
human civilization takes resources to
sustain our modern way of life. There
are countless examples throughout
human history where a civilization has
damaged its own environment and
seriously affected its own survival
chances. Sustainability takes into
account how we might live in harmony
with the natural world around us,
protecting it from damage and
destruction.

We now live in a modern, consumerist
and largely urban existence throughout
the developed world and we consume
a lot of natural resources every day. In
our urban centres, we consume more
power than those who live in rural
settings and urban centres use a lot
more power than average, keeping our
streets and civic buildings lit, to power
our appliances, our heating and other
public and household power
requirements. That's not to say that
sustainable living should only focus on
people who live in urban centres
though, there are improvements to be
made everywhere - it is estimated that
we use about 40% more resources
every year than we can put back and
that needs to change. Sustainability
and sustainable development focuses
on balancing that fine line between
competing needs - our need to move
forward technologically and
economically, and the needs to protect
the environments in which we and
others live. Sustainability is not just
about the environment, it's also about
our health as a society in ensuring that
no people or areas of life suffer as a
result of environmental legislation, and
it's also about examining the longer
term effects of the actions humanity
takes and asking questions about how
it may be improved.



RENEWABLE
ENERGY
The world currently relies heavily on
coal, oil, and natural gas for its energy.
Fossil fuels are non-renewable, that is,
they draw on finite resources that will
eventually dwindle, becoming too
expensive or too environmentally
damaging to retrieve. In contrast, the
many types of renewable energy
resources, such as wind and solar
energy, are constantly replenished and
will never run out.

Most renewable energy comes either
directly or indirectly from the sun.
Sunlight, or solar energy, can be used
directly for heating and lighting homes
and other buildings, for generating
electricity, and for hot water heating,
solar cooling, and a variety of
commercial and industrial uses.

The sun's heat also drives the winds,
whose energy, is captured with wind
turbines. Then, the winds and the sun's
heat cause water to evaporate. When
this water vapor turns into rain or snow
and flows downhill into rivers or
streams, its energy can be captured
using hydroelectric power.

Along with the rain and snow, sunlight
causes plants to grow. The organic
matter that makes up those plants is
known as biomass. Biomass can be
used to produce electricity,
transportation fuels, or chemicals. The
use of biomass for any of these
purposes is called bioenergy.

Hydrogen also can be found in many
organic compounds, as well as water.
It's the most abundant element on the
Earth. But it doesn't occur naturally as
a gas. It's always combined with other
elements, such as with oxygen to make
water. Once separated from another
element, hydrogen can be burned as a
fuel or converted into electricity.
Not all renewable energy resources
come from the sun. Geothermal energy
taps the Earth's internal heat for a
variety of uses, including electric power
production, and the heating and
cooling of buildings. And the energy of
the ocean's tides come from the
gravitational pull of the moon and the
sun upon the Earth.

In fact, ocean energy comes from a
number of sources. In addition to tidal
energy, there's the energy of the
ocean's waves, which are driven by
both the tides and the winds. The sun
also warms the surface of the ocean
more than the ocean depths, creating a
temperature difference that can be
used as an energy source. All these
forms of ocean energy can be used to
produce electricity.



* Survey conducted by Baker & McKenzie 2015

CORPORATE PPA
From regulatory uncertainty to low fossil fuel prices,
the renewable energy industry is challenged on a
number of fronts around the world. But in the last
three years a new development has emerged that
has the potential to breathe new life into the sector –
the corporate renewable energy power purchase
agreement (PPA).

What are corporate renewable PPAs? Instead of
buying power direct from utilities, a number of
businesses are now purchasing electricity under
long-term PPAs directly from independent
generators, as well as investing themselves in
generation assets. Though captive power and
industrial power supply arrangements have long
been a feature of the conventional power sector, the
last three years have seen the growth of this
phenomenon in the renewable energy sector, led by
non-industrial corporate purchasers.
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SOLAR VS TREES
Carbon dioxide (CO2) occurs
naturally in the earth's atmosphere
as a colourless, odourless gas. The
main uses of carbon dioxide are as
a coolant, a fire extinguishing gas,
bubbles in fizzy drinks and (when
solid) to produce smoke effects.
The main source of carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere is from living
organisms breathing it out. Similar
quantities are absorbed by trees
and plants. Other natural sources
are forest fires and volcanoes. The
burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil and
natural gas) for industrial, domestic
and transport purposes releases
significant amounts of carbon
dioxide.

THE CARBON
TRADE-OFF

On a local scale, increased levels of
carbon dioxide are unlikely to
cause adverse environmental
impacts. Its main impact is on a
global scale.
It is one of the main "greenhouse
gases" contributing to global
warming and is used as a reference
against which to rate the "global
warming potential" of other
greenhouse gases.
At normal environmental
concentrations, carbon dioxide has
no impacts on human health. At
extremely high (artificial)
concentrations in an enclosed
space the reduction in oxygen
levels could lead to suffocation.
The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(Kyoto Protocol, 1997) introduced
measures (such as taxes on fossil
fuels) designed to achieve
reduction of greenhouse gas
releases (including carbon dioxide).
Amongst the other signatories
from around the world, the
Malaysian government is
committed to the reduction of
carbon dioxide emissions. A 30-year old tree

absorbs 193 lb of
CO2 per year

1 kWh of electricity
produces 1.106 lb

of CO2

4,000 kW produces
6,300,000 kWh per

year

6,300,000 kWh per
year x 1.106 lb of CO2
per kWh = 6,967,800 lb

of CO2 emissions
avoided per year

6,967,800 lb of CO2

offset by solar PV /
193 lb of CO2 offset

by tree =

36,103 trees

Based on a building with
400,000 sq ft of rooftop space,
a solar PV system will generate
about 4,000 kW of power.
Therefore, what is the trade-off
between trees and solar?



Location & ContacT

Malaysia • Singapore • Hong Kong • Indonesia • Thailand • Vietnam • Australia

RESOURTIUM INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD 1205498-D
No 30-2, Jalan Tanjung SD 13/2,
Bandar Sri Damansara, 52200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

www.resourtium.com
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